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A heightened sense of self-esteem is associated with a reduced risk for several types of affective and psychiatric disorders, including depression, anxiety
and eating disorders. However, little is known about how brain systems integrate self-referential processing and positive evaluation to give rise to these
feelings. To address this, we combined diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to test how frontostriatal
connectivity reflects long-term trait and short-term state aspects of self-esteem. Using DTI, we found individual variability in white matter structural
integrity between the medial prefrontal cortex and the ventral striatum was related to trait measures of self-esteem, reflecting long-term stability of self-
esteem maintenance. Using fMRI, we found that functional connectivity of these regions during positive self-evaluation was related to current feelings of
self-esteem, reflecting short-term state self-esteem. These results provide convergent anatomical and functional evidence that self-esteem is related to
the connectivity of frontostriatal circuits and suggest that feelings of self-worth may emerge from neural systems integrating information about the self
with positive affect and reward. This information could potentially inform the etiology of diminished self-esteem underlying multiple psychiatric condi-
tions and inform future studies of evaluative self-referential processing.
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Maintaining a positive sense of self is considered essential for mental

health and well-being. Decades of research in psychology have revealed

that individuals with high self-esteem are less prone to affective

disorders such as depression (Abramson et al., 1989; Butler et al.,

1994), anxiety (Greenberg et al., 1992) and eating disorders

(Heatherton and Baumeister, 1991; Vohs et al., 2001) and show a

greater amount of positive affect and enhanced initiative in the face

of challenges that promote general happiness (Baumeister et al., 2003).

Additionally, patients with greater self-esteem and more positive

self-regard tend to be more responsive to treatment for their

conditions (Roberts et al., 1999; Ciesla and Roberts, 2002).

Moreover, high self-esteem has the potential to contribute to the

resiliency of an individual’s mental health even when the information

on which a person bases this attitude is objectively inaccurate or

favorably inflated (Lewinsohn et al., 1980). This suggests that the

mere feeling of positive self-esteem may endogenously contribute to

psychological well-being independently of externally driven influences

and thus reflect neurocognitive processes within the brain.

Though the clinical relevance and popular appeal of self-esteem are

well established, systematic studies of the neural systems that give rise

to self-esteem are conspicuously sparse in the neuroimaging literature

(Mitchell, 2009). Previous work has shown that self-esteem modulates

neural responses to social feedback in the dorsal anterior cingulate

cortex (dACC), dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (dMPFC),

posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and anterior insula

(Eisenberger et al., 2011) as well as the ventral anterior cingulate

cortex (vACC) and MPFC (Somerville et al., 2010). Though not

investigating self-esteem explicitly, other work has explored the

neural basis of self-evaluation processes related to self-esteem function.

Researchers have found that activity within the orbitofrontal cortex

(OFC) and dACC are negatively correlated with the degree to which

people view themselves as above average compared with their peers

(Beer and Hughes, 2010), and that social-evaluative threats increase

neural activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, OFC, MPFC,

insula and amygdala when making self-relevant trait judgments

(Hughes and Beer, 2013). Interestingly, researchers have also shown

that dMPFC and ventral medial prefrontal cortex (vMPFC) are

differentially activated depending on the level of certainty and personal

value the traits have in relation to the self (D’Argembeau et al., 2012).

Despite the relevance of these studies, questions remain regarding

the representation of self-esteem in the brain. Some of this work

provides insight into how self-esteem impacts reactions to social

rejection, but it is difficult to draw conclusions about the more general

role of neural systems underlying self-esteem outside the context of

social feedback. Other studies add to an important growing literature

in evaluative self-referential cognition but do not explore the

relationship of self-esteem to these processes directly. Moreover,

despite the multifaceted nature of the self, none of these studies

explored self-esteem or evaluative self-referential processing from a

distributed network perspective. This approach could be particularly

important given the evidence that the phylogenetic expansion of the

human prefrontal cortex may have been driven by an increase in

anatomical connections rather than cortical gray matter volume

(Schoenemann et al., 2005) over evolutionary history. Thus, one of

the primary reasons for the fragmented literature on brain systems

underlying self-esteem may be that the phenomenon of self-esteem

does not exist as the function of any individual brain region, but

rather as the integration of information from multiple regions working

together. By definition, the processes that give rise to self-esteem must

incorporate evaluative processing with information about the self, and

these processes may be reflected in the underlying neural connectivity.

Though the nature of the self-concept is inherently complex,

researchers studying the neural basis of self-referential processing

have reached a surprisingly high degree of consensus: self-referential

processing is most consistently associated with activity in the MPFC.

Across numerous laboratories using a variety of different paradigms,

the MPFC shows greater activity to representations of the self than that
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of other people or general semantic information and has a linear

increase in activation as information becomes more self-relevant

(Wagner et al., 2012). Indeed, a recent meta-analysis of 107 published

neuroimaging studies of self-referential processing corroborates the

notion that MPFC activity underlies cognitive processes associated

with the self compared with baseline activity as well as activity

associated with processing information about others (Denny et al.,

2012). Because feelings of self-esteem must draw information from

one’s self-representation, it stands to reason that the MPFC may be

recruited when processing information during self-evaluation.

Although the MPFC appears to support the role of self-representa-

tion, evaluative cognition is most associated with activity in another

brain area. The ventral striatum, which is part of the mesolimbic

dopaminergic pathway, is involved in hedonic motivation and

reward. This region is also critical for being able to recognize and

maintain positive affect during evaluative processing and has been

linked to mental health outcomes. Previous research has shown that

clinically depressed patients are unable to maintain sustained ventral

striatal activity when attempting to generate positive affect, and failure

to engage these systems may contribute to anhedonic symptoms of

depression (Heller et al., 2013). Moreover, researchers have linked

dopaminergic striatal function to thoughts of self-superiority but

have acknowledged that these functions are likely supported by

additional frontostriatal circuits not examined in their studies

(Yamada et al., 2013). This leaves open the possibility that the

MPFC connectivity is contributing to evaluative self-referential

processing in ways not currently described. Taken together, connect-

ivity of the ventral striatum and MPFC may contribute to self-esteem

by integrating self-representation with feelings of positive affect and

reward.

Self-esteem, however, is a multifaceted construct characterized by

stable maintenance of positive self-worth as well as momentary feelings

of positive self-evaluation. As such, psychologists have designed

measures to independently gauge levels of long-term ‘trait’ self-esteem

as well as short-term ‘state’ self-esteem (Heatherton and Wyland,

2003). The most popular measure of global (i.e. domain general)

trait self-esteem in the literature is the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale

(Rosenberg, 1965). Unfortunately, an often overlooked issue with

this scale is that individuals tend to respond systematically to positively

and negatively valenced items regardless of their content, indicating the

measure may reflect a response set (Carmines and Zeller, 1974). Other

measures of global trait self-esteem, such as the Revised Janis and

Field Feelings of Inadequacy Scale (Fleming and Courtney, 1984),

avoid these issues and are also commonly used in the literature.

State self-esteem is most commonly measured using the State

Self-Esteem Scale (Heatherton and Polivy, 1991). This scale is a

psychometrically validated measure designed to tap into momentary

fluctuations in feelings of self-esteem that are independent of general

mood (Bagozzi and Heatherton, 1994) and sensitive to situational

manipulation. Overall, trait and state measures of self-esteem tend to

be related to one another but operate on separate timescales.

Because trait and state self-esteem are related but temporally distinct

psychological constructs, they may be represented by different aspects

of the brain. Structural and functional neuroimaging methods offer

complimentary means by which to infer both stable and transient

connectivity between brain regions. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)

is a structural magnetic resonance technique designed to assay

the stable structural integrity and anatomical connectivity of white

matter tracts in the brain, which may better characterize long-term

trait self-esteem measures. By contrast, functional magnetic resonance

imaging (fMRI) offers a method by which to measure momentary

functional connectivity induced by particular events, which may better

characterize the transitory nature of state self-esteem. The current

study capitalizes on this distinction by using both techniques to

investigate individual differences in self-esteem. Using a multimodal

approach, it is possible to provide a more compressive investigation of

how frontostriatal connectivity contributes to both trait and state

aspects self-esteem.

METHODS

Participants

A total of 48 subjects between the ages of 18 and 19 years (28 female)

were recruited from the local Dartmouth community. All subjects

completed behavioral questionnaires and high-resolution anatomical

and DTI scans. A subset of 43 of these subjects also completed the

fMRI portion of the experiment. Of these individuals, three subjects

were removed because of head movement >3 mm (corresponding to

the voxel size) during at least one run of the task, and two others were

removed because of incorrectly following task instructions (i.e. did not

respond or used the same response for the entire duration of the

experiment) leaving 38 subjects (22 female) in the fMRI analyses. All

subjects were screened to be right-handed and self-reported no current

or history of psychiatric or neurological conditions. Subjects gave

informed consent in accordance with the guidelines set by the

Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at Dartmouth

College and received course credit or were paid for their participation.

Image acquisition

Magnetic resonance imaging was conducted with a Philips Achieva 3.0

Tesla scanner using a 32-channel phased array coil. Structural images

were acquired using a T1-weighted MP-RAGE protocol (220 sagittal

slices; TR: 8.176 ms; TE: 3.72 ms; flip angle: 88; 1 mm isotropic voxels).

Diffusion-weighted images were collected using 70 contiguous 2 mm

thick axial slices with 32 diffusion directions (91 ms TE, 8848

TR, 1000 s/mm2 b-value, 240 mm FOV, 908 flip angle,

1.875 mm� 1.875 mm� 2 mm voxel size). Two diffusion scans

were acquired per subject. Functional images were acquired using a

T2*-weighted echo-planar sequence (TR: 2000 ms; TE: 35 ms; flip

angle: 908). For each participant, two runs of 151 whole-brain volumes

(35 axial slices per whole-brain volume, 3 mm isotropic voxels) were

collected.

Procedure

Each subject’s trait and state self-esteem was assessed outside the

scanner. Trait self-esteem was measured using the Janis and Field

Feelings of Inadequacy Scale (Fleming and Courtney, 1984), which

asked participants to report general self-evaluative feelings over the

course of the previous year. This scale was also identified as having

robust psychometric properties and was evaluated as the best

trait measure of self-esteem (Blascovich and Tomaka, 1991). State

self-esteem was measured using State Self-Esteem Scale (Heatherton

and Polivy, 1991), which asked participants to report current feelings

of self-evaluative attitudes at that moment.

The fMRI procedure was an evaluative self-referential processing

paradigm adapted from Moran et al. (2006) using an event-related

design. During this task, subjects were asked to make self-relevance

judgments to a series of 200 trait adjectives. These words were selected

from a list normed for valence (Anderson, 1968) such that half of the

presented words were positively valenced (e.g. ‘nice’, ‘competent’),

whereas the other half were negatively valenced (e.g. ‘boring’, ‘lazy’).

Each word was presented for 1250 ms in white print on a black

background followed by a fixation cross for 750 ms. Intertrial intervals

consisting of a fixation cross for 2000 ms were pseudo-randomly

interspersed to introduce jitter into the fMRI time series. Subjects

responded via button box using the scale 1 (‘not at all like me’)
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through 4 (‘most like me’). Words rated as 1 or 2 were collapsed into

traits low in self-relevance, whereas words rated as 3 or 4 were

collapsed into traits high in self-relevance. Trials were then sorted

into four conditions based on the valence of each trait and the subject’s

self-relevance responses to those traits and were used for task

regressors in the fMRI time series.

Image analyses

Diffusion tensor imaging

Across modalities and behavioral measures, all data used in the final

analysis met the assumption normality for correlational analysis using

formal tests as well as visualization (e.g. QQ plots). DTI scans were

visually inspected for quality to ensure there were no gross distortions

or registration misalignments. DTI data were analyzed using the

Diffusion toolbox in FSL (Behrens et al., 2003). Standard preprocessing

included brain extraction, eddy current correction and motion

correction. We used probabilistic tractography to delineated white

matter tracts between the MPFC and bilateral ventral striatum defined

anatomically using an automated subcortical segmentation tool, FIRST

(Patenaude et al., 2011). A dual-fiber model was implemented with

BEDPOSTx (Behrens et al., 2007) to account for crossing fiber

uncertainty in the diffusion imaging signal. Using two-mask seeding,

5000 probabilistic tract streamlines were taken at each voxel. This

method allowed resulting tractography maps to only include stream-

lines passing through both seed masks. These results were then

normalized to MNI standard space using non-linear registration in

FNIRT. To ensure tracts were consistent among subjects, registered

tractography results were then binarized and overlaid with all other

subjects, and thresholding was set at the group level such that there

was a 50% tract probability across subjects in standard space.

We quantified individual differences in white matter integrity using

first-orientation partial volume fractions (PVF) by overlaying

tractography results onto each subject’s PVF images and averaging

across voxels. Importantly, these PVF measures are analogous to

fractional anisotropy measures (used most commonly in the diffusion

imaging literature) but are more conservative and attempt to account

for crossing fiber uncertainty by inferring signal from only a single

fiber orientation at a time (Jbabdi et al., 2010). These values were

then used for the structural connectivity correlational analyses with

the self-esteem measures.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging

The fMRI data were analyzed using fMRI Expert Analysis Tool in FSL

(Smith et al., 2004). Preprocessing of the fMRI data followed a

standard procedure. First, all slices were interpolated to a common

time point (i.e. slice-time correction) to correct for differences in

slice acquisition. Next, images were smoothed using a Gaussian

kernel of 6 mm FWHM, mean-based intensity normalization of all

volumes by the same factor and high-pass temporal filtering

(Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting, with

sigma¼ 80.0 s). Time-series statistical analyses were carried out using

local autocorrelation correction. A two-step normalization process was

performed using linear registrations in FLIRT by aligning functional

data to each subject’s anatomical scan before registering it to the MNI

template.

A psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et al.,

1997) was conducted to assess task-induced MPFC and ventral

striatum functional connectivity. Mean time-series signal values were

extracted from a 6 mm diameter seed region in the MPFC (MNI:

x¼ 10, y¼ 52, z¼ 2) independently defined from peak coordinates

of activation to self-relevant stimuli previously found in Kelley et al.

(2002), reproduced in Moran et al. (2006) and overlapping with

significant areas of self-referential processing from the meta-analysis

by Denny et al. (2012). Following the standard PPI protocol in FSL

(O’Reilly et al., 2012), these values were used as the physiological

regressor in the general linear model along with the mean-centered

regressors from each of the four task conditions and their interaction

term (i.e. the PPI regressor). Parameter estimates from the PPI

regressor were calculated by comparing functional connectivity for

each condition relative to baseline. We used bilateral ventral striatum

regions of interest (ROIs) within each subject (identical to the DTI

ventral striatum ROIs, anatomically defined using FIRST subcortical

segmentation) to extract connectivity measures to the MPFC seed

region. Average parameter estimates from the PPI regressor were

calculated within these ROIs reflecting functional connectivity between

these regions within each subject. These values were then used for

functional connectivity correlational analyses with the self-esteem

measures across subjects.

Post hoc analyses

Both probabilistic tractography and PPI are hypothesis-driven analysis

techniques requiring a priori ROI selection, and we had specific pre-

dictions regarding the regions underlying in self-esteem representation.

However, it is possible that regions other than the hypothesized areas

contribute to self-esteem as well. To account for this possibility and

increase the specificity of the results, we conducted an additional series

of post hoc tests. Each of the post hoc tests followed the same analytical

procedures per connectivity modality as the hypothesized regions with

the exception of the area being examined.

For the fMRI analyses, 10 additional cortical ROIs were taken from

peak coordinates in three recent studies on evaluative self-referential

processing by Beer and Hughes (2010), D’Argembeau et al. (2012) and

Eisenberger et al. (2011). These ROIs included areas within the medial

OFC, lateral OFC, posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), vMPFC, dMPFC,

vACC, dACC, pSTS and anterior insula. We used these ROIs for

additional PPI analyses, seeding in both left and right accumbens,

and tested their correlation with both state and trait self-esteem

measures.

For the DTI analyses, we investigated eight additional bilateral white

matter pathways linking areas involved in self-referential processing

and evaluative cognition. These include the uncinate fasciculus

(amygdala–MPFC pathway), cingulum bundle (PCC–MPFC pathway),

orbitostriatal tracts (accumbens–OFC pathway) and ventral cingulos-

triatal tracts (accumbens–vACC pathway). White matter integrity

measures were extracted for each of these tracts and correlated with

both state and trait self-esteem measures.

RESULTS

Consistent with the psychometric literature on self-esteem, trait and

state self-esteem measures were highly related within the current

sample (R46¼ 0.447, P¼ 0.0006). Furthermore, during the fMRI

portion of the experiment, both trait and state self-esteem were

correlated with the endorsement of positive words (trait: R36¼ 0.417,

P¼ 0.009; state: R¼ 0.354, P¼ 0.0295), inversely correlated with the

endorsement of negative words (trait self-esteem: R36¼�0.487,

P¼ 0.002; state self-esteem: R36¼�0.556, P < 0.001) and correlated

with the differences between positive and negative trait words (trait

self-esteem: R36¼ 0.515, P < 0.001; state self-esteem: R36¼ 0.525,

P < 0.001).

Cross-subject DTI probabilistic tractography analyses revealed a

robust white matter pathway linking the MPFC and bilateral ventral

striatum, indicating a direct anatomical connection between these

regions (Figure 1A). Along these tracts, average white matter integrity

showed a significant correlation to trait self-esteem in both the left
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(R46¼ 0.46, P¼ 0.001) and right hemispheres (R46¼ 0.47, P¼ 0.0007).

State self-esteem was not correlated with white matter integrity within

these tracts (left hemisphere: R46¼ 0.095, P¼ 0.519; right hemisphere:

R46¼ 0.16, P¼ 0.278). Results of the trait self-esteem correlations for

both imaging modalities are plotted in Figure 1B.

From the fMRI analyses, state self-esteem was significantly

correlated with bilateral functional connectivity of MPFC and ventral

striatum when subjects were viewing positively valenced words high in

self-relevance in both the left (R36¼ 0.33, P¼ 0.046) and right

(R36¼ 0.37, P¼ 0.024) hemispheres. Neither negatively valenced

words nor words low in self-relevance showed a significant correlation

to either measures of self-esteem. In contrast to the DTI findings, trait

self-esteem was not significantly correlated with functional connectiv-

ity between these regions (left hemisphere: R36¼ 0.26, P¼ 0.112; right

hemisphere: R36¼ 0.06, P¼ 0.738). Results of the state self-esteem

correlations for both imaging modalities are plotted in Figure 1C.

From the post hoc analyses, of the 40 additional correlational tests

generated by the fMRI procedure, there was only one significant

finding; trait self-esteem was negatively correlated to functional

connectivity of the right accumbens and lateral OFC coordinate

(R36¼�0.31, P¼ 0.049) from Beer and Hughes (2010). The results

from all of the post hoc fMRI analyses are summarized in

Supplementary Table S1. From the post hoc DTI analyses, there were

two significant findings: bilateral ventral cingulostriatal (connecting

the ventral striatum to the vACC) tracts were positively correlated to

trait self-esteem (left hemisphere: R46¼ 0.34, P¼ 0.016; right hemi-

sphere: R46¼ 0.37, P¼ 0.009), mirroring the DTI results from our

original analysis in frontostriatal connections from ventral striatum

to MPFC. However, because of the probabilistic nature of the DTI

tractography routine, adjacent ventral striatal–MPFC frontostriatal

tracts and ventral striatal–vACC cingulostriatal tracts share partially

overlapping tractography results, which the method cannot completely

delineate. To account for this spatial overlap and increase the specifi-

city of our results, two additional multiple regression analyses were

conducted. Within each hemisphere, we used white matter integrity

measures from both the frontostriatal tracts from our original analysis

and the cingulostriatal tracts from the post hoc analysis as predictors of

trait self-esteem. This allows us to test for the unique variance

accounted for by each of the tracts while removing the variance that

can be explained by both tracts. From these analyses, frontostriatal

tracts remain significant (left hemisphere: �¼ 195.57, P¼ 0.027;

right hemisphere: �¼ 235.032, P¼ 0.03), while cingulostriatal tracts

become non-significant (left hemisphere: �¼ 11.59, P¼ 0.866; right

hemisphere: �¼�8.283, P¼ 0.929). Thus, these results show that

when both tracts are included in a model predicting trait self-esteem,

only the frontostriatal tracts connecting ventral striatum to the MPFC

remain significant predictors of trait self-esteem. The results from all of

the post hoc DTI analyses are summarized in Supplementary Table S2.

DISCUSSION

Despite the fact that empirical work has associated high self-esteem

with decreased risk for a host of affective and psychiatric disorders and

greater responsiveness to their treatment, the brain systems that

support this phenomenon have remained largely unelaborated.

Higher-order cognitive functions and personality dispositions like

self-esteem are complex, and the brain systems that support these

phenomena may be the result of interactions among brain regions

rather than reflecting the function of any single area working in

isolation. To this end, our findings provide convergent evidence that

self-esteem is related to frontostriatal connectivity linking areas

involved in self-referential processing to those underlying positive

evaluation and reward. We demonstrate that stable aspects of

self-esteem maintenance are reflected in frontostriatal structural

white matter anatomy, whereas momentary feelings of self-esteem

are reflected in transient frontostriatal functional coupling of these

regions.

An important point to highlight from these results is how the each

connectivity modality congruently reflected the relative stability of

each self-esteem measure. Namely, stable ‘trait’ self-esteem was related

to stable white matter anatomy, and transient ‘state’ self-esteem was

related to transient functional coupling. Not only do these results

provide convergent evidence that self-esteem is reflected in these

frontostriatal circuits but they also suggest that this system can

represent self-esteem variability operating on both short-term and

long-term timescales. This distinction may be particularly useful

when evaluating the efficacy of treatments designed to target changes

in self-concept or attitudes about one’s self.

There are several types of cognitive and behavioral approaches

aimed at increasing feelings of self-worth and boosting self-esteem

(Young, 1994; Newns et al., 2003), but some researchers have ques-

tioned their value and efficacy (Baumeister et al., 2003). Because the

different brain imaging modalities reflect unique information about an

individual’s self-esteem, they may be useful indicators in objectively

evaluating the efficacy of these approaches across both the short term

and long term. The current study suggests that elevated short-term

feelings of state self-esteem increase frontostriatal functional connect-

ivity, but this momentary coupling does not reflect long-term trait

self-esteem, which is better reflected in the underlying white matter

anatomy. However, this dissociation may not mean that both connect-

ivity modalities are unrelated to one another. Though neuroanatomy is

relatively static when compared with the dynamic nature of brain

function, increases in white matter integrity have been demonstrated

in healthy adults following long-term training regiments (Scholz et al.,

2009). To the extent that an individual regularly experiences feelings

of high state self-esteem, it is possible that the repeated recruitment of

these frontostriatal circuits may increase the structural integrity

of white matter tracts within this system over time. This, in turn,

may then lead to an increase in trait self-esteem, reflecting the results

from our DTI analysis. Future longitudinal studies using self-esteem

enhancement therapies will be necessary to test this possibility.

One popular account of self-esteem in the psychological literature is

the sociometer theory of self-esteem (Leary et al., 1995; Leary and

Baumeister, 2000). This theory postulates that state self-esteem evolved

as a monitor of others’ actions and evaluations toward the self and

alerts a person to the possibility of social rejection within their

environment. However, it is unclear how this theory of self-esteem

fits with our current findings. Our task is devoid of any social

manipulation and was designed to avoid explicit social comparisons.

Moreover, our post hoc analyses did not reveal any significant

correlations of self-esteem and brain structure or function to areas

previously implicated in the neural underpinnings of the sociometer

self-esteem effect (Eisenberger et al., 2011). One possibility for the

absence of results related to self-esteem function in these areas could

simply be due to the lack of a social manipulation in the task.

However, another possibility is that self-esteem is less anchored in

social evaluation than previously assumed, and our results reflect a

more endogenously generated self-evaluation process. Additional

work will be needed to tease apart these possibilities and begin to

build brain-based theories of both trait and state self-esteem.

Though the findings in the current study support the role of

structural and functional frontostriatal connections underlying

multiple aspects of self-esteem, there were three other significant

findings from our post hoc analyses. From the DTI post hoc tests,

bilateral cingulostriatal tracts connecting the ventral striatum to

the vACC were both correlated with trait self-esteem. In addition
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Fig. 1 White matter tractography map and correlations of self-esteem measures to structural and functional frontostriatal connectivity. (A) Cross-subject probabilistic tractography results displaying bilateral
MPFC to ventral striatum white matter tracts reveal a robust anatomical connection between these regions. Slices are marked with MNI coordinates. (B) Scatterplots displaying the correlations of ‘trait’
self-esteem to both functional and structural connectivity measures of the right ventral striatum to MPFC. Structural connectivity showed a significant relationship to trait self-esteem, whereas functional
connectivity did not (N¼ 48). (C) Scatterplots displaying the correlations of ‘state’ self-esteem to each connectivity measure of the right ventral striatum to MPFC. Conversely to the trait self-esteem findings,
state self-esteem showed a significant relationship with functional connectivity between these regions, whereas structural connectivity did not (N¼ 38). The same patterns were mirrored in the left hemisphere.
Shaded areas represent 95% confidence interval.
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to the MPFC and ventral striatum, the vACC is another important

node in these frontostriatal networks previously implicated in studies

of evaluative self-referential processing (Moran et al., 2006; Somerville

et al., 2010). However, because of their proximity and the probabilistic

nature of the tractography routine, these tracts share a partially

overlapping spatial extent with the frontostriatal tracts from the

original analysis. When controlling for the shared variance explained

both of the tracts in a multiple regression model, only the original

frontostriatal tracts remain a significant predictor of trait self-esteem.

This suggests that the relationship of cingulostriatal tract integrity

to trait self-esteem can be completely accounted for by its overlap

with the frontostriatal tracts from the original analysis, adding

specificity to the results. From the fMRI post hoc tests, we found that

trait self-esteem was negatively correlated with functional connectivity

of the right ventral striatum and lateral OFC. This result fits with

previous work showing that the activation in the lateral OFC is

associated with a reduction in positively biased self-evaluations (Beer

and Hughes, 2010). However, it is important to note that this is the

only significant correlation across all of our fMRI analyses to be

related to trait self-esteem, the only one to not be bilateral and the

only one to be negatively correlated with either self-esteem measure.

Because of these issues and given the number of statistical tests in our

post hoc analyses, caution should be taken when interpreting this

finding. Nonetheless, this result warrants further investigation into

the role of the lateral OFC in regulating evaluative attitudes about

the self.

In conclusion, we provide evidence that individual differences in

self-esteem are reflected in both structural and functional frontostriatal

circuits linking areas underlying self-referential cognition to ones

involved in positive evaluation. Taken together, the current findings

suggest that these frontostriatal circuits may give rise to feelings of

self-esteem by integrating information about the self with positive

affect and reward. Given the evidence that high self-esteem may

buffer people against the possibility of acquiring conditions such as

depression and anxiety, these frontostriatal connectivity measures may

be useful in both objectively measuring an individual’s risk for these

disorders as well as evaluating the efficacy of treatments targeting

them. These results also add to a growing body of literature on

evaluative self-referential cognition and suggest that self-esteem may

be better characterized by distributed brain network properties rather

than the function of any individual region alone.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data are available at SCAN online.
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